Abstract. Window Memoization is a performance improvement technique for image processing algorithms. It is based on removing computational redundancy in an algorithm applied to a single image, which is inherited from data redundancy in the image. The technique employs a fuzzy reuse mechanism to eliminate unnecessary computations. This paper extends the window memoization technique such that in addition to exploiting the data redundancy in a single image, the data redundancy in a sequence of images of a volume data is also exploited. The detection of the additional data redundancy leads to higher speedups. The cascaded window memoization technique was applied to Canny edge detection algorithm where the volume data of prostate MR images were used. The typical speedup factor achieved by cascaded window memoization is 4.35x which is 0.93x higher than that of window memoization.
Introduction
While high volume data processing in medical imaging is a common practice, the high processing time of such data significantly increases computational cost. The urgent need for optimizing the medical imaging algorithms have been frequently reported from both industry and academia. As an example, the processing times of 1 minute [1] , 7 minutes [2] , and even 60 minutes [3] are quite common for processing the volume data in medical imaging. Considering the high volume of data to be processed, these reported long processing times introduce significant patient throughput bottlenecks that have a direct negative impact on access to timely quality medical care. Therefore, accelerating medical imaging algorithms will certainly have a significant impact on the quality of medical care by shortening the patients' access time.
Currently, the medical image processing end-product market is dominated by real-time applications with both soft and hard time constraints where it is imperative to meet the performance requirements. In hard real-time medical systems, such as image guided surgery, it is crucial to have a high-performance system. In soft real-time systems, such as many diagnostic and treatment-planning tasks in medical imaging, although it is not fatal to not have a high-performance system, it is important to increase the speed of the computations to enable greater patient throughput. The combination of complex algorithms, high volume of data, and high performance requirements leads to an urgent need for optimized solutions. As a result, the necessity and importance of optimization of medical image processing is a hard fact for the related industry.
In general, the problem of optimizing computer programs are tackled with the following solutions: Among these optimization solutions, using fast processors are the most obvious and simplest one. In academia, in particular, this has been an immediate response in dismissing the need for optimization methods for image processing and medical imaging. Although using fast processors can always be an option to tackle the performance requirements of a medical imaging solution, it suffers from two major shortcomings; first, it is not always possible to use high-end processors. One example is embedded systems where the low-end embedded processors are used. Second, in the past 20 years, the processors' performance has increased by 55% per year [7] . For a medical imaging solution that currently takes 10 minutes to run on a high-performance computer, in order to reduce the processing time down to 1 minute, it will take more than 6 years for the processors to catch up with this performance requirement. Obviously, this is not a viable solution for many performance-related problems.
Algorithmic optimization is a fundamental method which aims at reducing the number of operations used in an algorithm by decreasing the number of steps that the algorithm requires to take. Parallel processing breaks down an algorithm into processes that can be run in parallel while preserving the data dependencies among the operations. In both schemes, the building blocks of the optimization methods are the operations where the former reduces the number of operations and the latter runs them in parallel. In both cases, the input data is somewhat ignored. In other words, the algorithmic optimization will be done in the same way regardless of the input data type. Similarly, running the operations in parallel is independent of the input data. Window memoization, introduced in [8] , is a new optimization technique which can be used in conjunction with either of these two optimization methods Window memoization is based on fuzzy reuse or memoization concept. Memoization is an optimization method for computer programs which avoids repeating the function calls for previously seen input data. Window memoization applies the general concept of memoization to image processing algorithms by exploiting the image data redundancy and increases the performance of image processing. The reuse method used by window memoization is a simple fuzzy scheme; it allows for the reuse of the results of similar but non-identical inputs. Thus far, window memoization has been applied to single frame images and therefore, it has been able to exploit the intra-frame data redundancy of image data to speed up the computations significantly [8] . In this work, we extend the window memoization technique to be applicable to sets of volume data where in addition to intra-frame data redundancy, the inter-frame data redundancy is exploited as well. This extra data redundancy (i.e. inter-frame) leads to higher speedups compared to intra-frame redundancy based window memoization. We call this new window memoization technique that exploits both inter-and intraframe data redundancy Cascaded Window Memoization.
The organization of the remaining of this paper is as follows. Section 2 provides a brief background review on the window memoization technique. Section 3 presents the cascaded window memoization technique. Sections 4 and 5 present the results and conclusion of the paper, respectively.
Background
In this section, a background review of the window memoization technique and its fuzzy reuse mechanism is given.
Window Memoization
Introduced in [8] , window memoization is an optimization technique for image processing algorithms that exploits the data redundancy of images to reduce the processing time. The general concept of memoization in computer programs has been around for a long time where the idea is to speed up the computer programs by avoiding repetitive/redundant function calls [9] [10] [11] . Nevertheless, in practice, the general notion of memoization has not gained success due to the following reasons: 1) the proposed techniques usually require detailed profiling information about the runtime behaviour of the program which makes it difficult to implement [12] , 2) the techniques are usually generic methods which do not concentrate on any particular class of input data or algorithms [13] , and 3) the memoization engine used by these techniques are based on non-fuzzy comparison where two input data is considered equal (in which case one's result can be reused for another) if they are identical. In contrast, in designing the window memoization technique in [8] , the unique characteristics of image processing algorithms have been carefully taken into account to enable window memoization to both be easy to implement and improve the performance significantly. One important property of image data is the fact that it is tolerant to small changes that a fuzzy reuse mechanism would produce. This has been exploited by window memoization to increase the performance gain.
The window memoization technique minimizes the number of redundant computations by identifying similar groups of pixels (i.e. window) in the image using a memory array, reuse table, to store the results of previously performed computations. When a set of computations has to be performed for the first time, they are performed and the corresponding results are stored in the reuse table. When the same set of computations has to be performed again, the previously calculated result is reused and the actual computations are skipped. This eliminates the redundant computations and leads to high speedups.
Fuzzy Memoization
Although window memoization can be applied to any image processing algorithm, local algorithms, in particular, are the first to adopt the technique. Local processing algorithms mainly deal with extracting local features in image (e.g. edges, corners, blobs) where the input to the algorithm is a window of pixels and the output is a single pixel. When a new window of pixels arrives, it is compared against the ones stored in the reuse table. In order for a window to find the exact match in the reuse table (i.e. hit), all pixels should match:
where pix and pix ′ are corresponding pixels of the new window win new and the one already stored in the reuse table win reuse , respectively. In the above definition, a hit occurs if all the corresponding pixels of the windows are identical. This limits the hit rate: the percentage of windows that match the one stored in the reuse table. In order to increase the hit rate, we use fuzzy memoization. The human vision system cannot distinguish small amounts of error in an image, with respect to a reference image. Therefore, small errors can usually be tolerated in an image processing system. The idea of using this characteristic of image data to improve performance was introduced by [14] where a fuzzy reuse scheme was proposed for microprocessor design in digital hardware.
By using the fuzzy window memoization, those windows that are similar but not identical are assumed to provide the same output for a given algorithm.
where M SB(d, pix) and M SB(d, pix ′ ) represent d most significant bits of pixels pix and pix ′ in windows win new and win reuse , respectively. By reducing d, similar but not necessarily identical windows are assumed to have identical results for a given algorithm. This means that the response of one window may be assigned to a similar but not necessarily identical window. As d decreases, more windows with minor differences are assumed equal and thus, the hit rate of window memoization increases drastically. Assigning the response of a window to a similar but not necessarily identical window introduces inaccuracy in the result of the algorithm to which window memoization is applied. However, in practice, the accuracy loss in responses is usually negligible.
We perform an experiment, using our memoization mechanism, to pick an optimal d that gives high hit rates with small inaccuracy in results. For our experiments, we use an ideal algorithm which outputs the central pixel of the input 3 × 3 window as its response. We use different values for d from 1 to 8. As the input images, we use a set of 40 natural images of 512 × 512 pixels. The accuracy of the results is calculated as SNR 1 . In calculating SNR, we replace an infinite SNR with 100, in order to calculate the average of SNRs of all images. Figure 1 shows the average hit rate and SNR of the result for each value of d. It is seen that as d decreases, hit rate increases and at the same time, SNR decreases. The error in an image with SNR of 30dB is nearly indistinguishable by the observer [15] . Therefore, we pick d to be 4 because it gives an average SNR of 29.68dB, which is slightly below the value 30dB. Reducing d from 8 to 4 increases the average hit rate from 10% to 66%. For our experiments in the remaining of this chapter, we will choose d to be 4. In the previous work [8] , an optimized software architecture for window memoization has been presented where the typical speedups range from 1.2x to 7.9x with a maximum factor of 40x. 
Cascaded Window Memoization
In this paper, we improve the the window memoization technique by extending it from exploiting only intra-frame data redundancy to inter-frame data redundancy as well. The main objective is that for a given set of images and an image processing algorithm, to further speed up the computations. The actual speedup achieved by the window memoization technique is calculated by equation 3 [8] .
where:
-t mask is the time required for the actual mask operations of the algorithm at hand. -t memo or the memoization overhead cost is the extra time that is required by the memoization mechanism to actually reuse a result. -HR or hit rate determines the percentage of the cases where a result can be reused.
In the equation above, for a given processor, t mask depends on the complexity of the algorithm to be optimized. For a fixed t mask , to achieve high speedups, the hit rate must be maximized and the memoization overhead cost must be minimized. We increase the hit rate by extending the window memoization technique from exploiting only intra-frame data redundancy to utilize both intra-and interframe data redundancy. While window memoization minimizes the number of redundant computations by identifying similar groups of pixels in a single image (i.e. intra-frame data redundancy), cascaded window memoization discovers the data redundancy not only in a single frame, but also among the multiple frames of the same volume data (i.e. inter-frame data redundancy). In other words, the similar groups of pixels are compared against the ones that are from all frames of a volume data that have been previously processed. Figure 2 shows the flowchart of the the cascaded window memoization technique. In cascaded window memoization, the reuse table is initialized only once for the entire volume data inputs; that is when the first frame arrives. After the first initialization, for the rest of the frames in the same volume data, it is assumed that the reuse table contains valid data and needs not to be reset again. As a result, not only the similar neighborhoods in a singe frame are detected and the corresponding results are reused, the same scenario occurs for the neighborhoods which belong do different frames of the same volume data. This, in fact, exploits the inter-frame data redundancy, which is in addition to the intra-frame data redundancy. Thus, the cascaded window memoization technique increases the average hit rate and hence, the average speedup for each frame increases compared to regular window memoization which is based on intra-frame redundancy only. In order to translate the extra hit rates to actual speedups, it is crucial that exploiting inter-frame redundancy does not introduce extra memoization overhead time. Otherwise, the increase in hit rate will be compensated by the extra overhead time, leading to no increase (or decrease) in the speedup.
At each iteration, a window of pixels are compressed (using equation 2) to create f ull key. A f ull key is a unique number that represents similar groups of pixels which are spread among different frames of a volume data. Compressing f ull key is a necessary step; it causes that similar but not necessarily identical groups of pixel to be considered equal. This introduces a small amount of inaccuracy in the results, which is usually negligible. Moreover, the compression reduces the reuse table size which holds the f ull keys and the results.
In order to map a f ull key to the reuse table, a hash function is used to generate hash key. As discussed in [8] , the multiplication method is used as the hash function. In order to maximize the HR and minimize t memo (i.e. to minimize the collisions), a constant number is used for calculating the hash key. It is important to note that this optimal constant number is different for 32-bit and 64-bit processor architectures [16] 2 . Thus, it is imperative that the window memoization technique detects (automatically or by user input) the architecture type and set the appropriate constant number. Using 64-bit processor reduces the memoization overhead time in comparison to a 32-bit processor. The reason is that for a given f ull key, in the 64-bit processor less number of memory accesses is required compared to that of the 32-bit processor. Less number of memory accesses means lower memoization overhead time and hence, higher speedup (equation 3) 3 .
Results
In order to measure the performance of the cascaded window memoization technique, the following setups were used:
-Case study algorithm: Canny edge detection algorithm that uses windows of 3 × 3 pixels. -Processor: Intel (R) Core (TM)2 Q8200 processor; CPU: 2.33GHz, Cache size 4MB. We applied Canny edge detection algorithm to all five patients volume data. Figure 3 shows the hit rate of the frames of a sample patient volume data for regular and cascaded window memoization applied to the Canny Edge detector. As it is seen, exploiting inter-frame redundancy by cascaded window memoization increases the hit rate, on average, by 4.44%. Figure 4 shows the actual speedup of the frames of the sample patient volume data for regular and cascaded window memoization applied to the Canny Edge detector. As it is seen, exploiting inter-frame data redundancy by cascaded window memoization increases the speedup, on average, by a factor of 1.01x. All the reported speedup factors are based on running the actual C++ code implemented for (cascaded) window memoization and measuring the CPU time. The average accuracy of the results is above 96%.
As for the entire data, on average, cascaded window memoization increased the hit rate and speedup for Canny edge detection algorithm from 84.88% and 3.42x to 90.03% and 4.35x respectively; an increase of 5.15% and 0.93x, respectively (Table 1) . 
Conclusion
Window memoization is an optimization technique that exploits the intra-frame data redundancy of images to reduce the processing time. It uses a fuzzy memoization mechanism to avoid unnecessary computations. In this paper, we extended the window memoization technique to exploit the inter-frame data redundancy as well. It was shown that the elimination of the extra data redundancy leads to higher speedup factors. For a case study algorithm applied to Prostate MR Images of 5 patients volume data, on average, the original window memoization technique yielded the speedup factor of 3.42x. Cascaded window memoization increased the speedup factors by, on average, 0.93x yielding average speedup factor of 4.35x. 
